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Front-page News

Some events of the day

The "Val di Fassa Running" mounts the podium

The edition 2013 touches the most enchanting corners
of the valley in a continuous ups and downs. This year
has inaugurated for the first time the "Val di Fassa
Running Baby", dedicated to the youngsters: it had a lot
of success and took place in Pera.

Here we are with the final stages of the running
race: the medals are to be awarded. Today the
last stage is the most difficult one: the runners
start from Moena and arrive at Lusia, setting off
from the city centre and making their way for a
steep path until they arrive at the cycle lane
leading to the Hamlet of Someda. After a short
track on the ski slopes, the runners ascend the
path "Troi del Buro", a brand-new spot for this
edition. Once they have reached the Refuge
Valbona, they continue dashing until the area
called "Le Cune", where they can take a break
admiring the landscape over the Catinccio and
the Latemar Groups. At 9.00 p.m., there will be
the closing party, with musical entertainment
and the awarding of prizes at the Padiglione
Manifestazioni in Pozza.

The B51 in Canazei
Canazei
The whole day – Piaz Marconi. After 50 years from
its last run on the railway "Ora-Predazzo", the
original locomotive B 51 stops today in the main
square. It is an authentic piece of history for the
Ladin people that used that train.

The games of "DoReMin"
Campitello di Fassa
9.00 pm – Padiglione Manifestazioni at Ischia. Do
you like jugglers? This comic show will astonish you,
do not miss it.

The voice of "Stella Alpina"
Vigo di Fassa
9.00 pm – Padiglione Manifestazioni. Concert of the
Chor from Verona and award ceremony of the most
faithful hosts of the village.

Easy walks

Passepartout

From the centre of Pozza to
Bagni

Buonconsiglio: a castle in the
city’s heart

The complete schedule of events is available
in the tourist offices of the valley.

To undertake this easy walk the starting point is
the Church of San Nicolò. Leave Street de Meida
and access on the left side the Street de Freina,
which becomes a dirt road and after a while it
bisects. At the crossroads take the path that
descends rightwards in the wood. From here,
the itinerary flattens out till it joins the foot/cycle
lane, leading to Soraga. Here turn right skirting
the purification plant for water and the Avisio
River, till you reach Pozza and the municipal hall
in the hamlet of Meida. Near the municipal hall,
cross the square Piaza de Comun, and turn left
on the street called "Promenada enlongia Ruf",
that skirts the stream. Take it rightwards
following the flow of San Nicolò stream till the
Church of San Nicolò.

Torre Aquila and its famous gothic-courtly
fresco "Il ciclo dei mesi" is a sufficient reason to
head off from Val di Fassa to Trento. The widest
and most important building of the Region was
the seat of the Bishop’s power from the 13th
century to the 18th century. At the beginning of
the 14th century the bishop Bernardo Clesio –
the first who wore the cardinal purple –
celebrated his own nomination enlarging a wing
of the castle in Renaissance style: so an
imposing structure made people call it "Il
Palazzo Magno". Clesio asked Dosso Dossi to
decorate it, who ran riot with particular
allegories. There are other worthy things to see
in Trento, and you can easily reach the city by
car in 1 h. 30 min. or by bus in 2 hrs. 30 min.

Initiatives
for our guests

Did you know that...
Amongst the protected areas of Trentino there is also the biotope Roncon, in the municipality of Vigo
di Fassa at 1720 m. It is a peat bog (spread in around ½ hectare in surface) that lays on a small
saddle, in an environmental context which is really striking. A pile of sphagnum - that is peat moss
typical of humid areas - characterizes the peatbog, which hosts rare vegetable organisms. This
biotope represents one of the few humid areas in Val di Fassa and as it is a perfect place for
reproduction, it is very important for the local amphibious.
To participate in the initiatives for guests is compulsory to register at least one day in advance at the Tourist Offices of the Val di Fassa Card (ask your employer
accommodation). The activities are reserved for guests of the associated structures all'Apt Val di Fassa.

29/06/2013 (8.30 am)
1 day MTB Tour. Booking at "Sport
Check Point" (hike against payment).
Pozza di Fassa

29/06/2013 (9.00 am)
The shepherds indicate the road.
Booking at "Sport CHeck Poin" (hike
against payment).
Canazei
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